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Recently, one of the authors (Y.K.) and 
Wadati have shown that the Backlund 
transformation for the sine-Gordon equation 

(1) 

IS a canonical transformation which keeps 
the Hamiltonian form invariantY In the 
present paper, this result is investigated 
in view of quantum theory. The canonical 
transformation Ta: (¢, n) ~ (¢', n') for Eq. 
(1) is given by the formulas 

( ) O'Wa ;, "'' . 1 ("' "'') 7r X, t = Ocp =ux'l' +a Sin 2 v~+'l' 

-: sin~(¢-¢'), (2· a) 

n' (x, t) =- oo~a_ =ax¢-a sin~(¢+¢') 

-: sin~(¢-¢'), (2· b) 

where Wa[¢, ¢'; t] is the generating func
tional expressed as 

Wa[¢, ¢'; t] = Loooo dx {¢ax¢' 

-2a cos l.c¢+¢') + ~ cos 1 (¢-¢')} 2 a 2 

-Et. (3) 

Here E is a constant (energy integral) 
determined by the boundary conditions of 
the flows (¢, ;r) and (¢', n'). Particularly, 
in the case of the transformation (with 
positive a or negative a) which transforms 
a trivial solution ¢<Dl =0 into a solution 

¢<± 1l with the boundary condition ¢<±ll -> 
(=F)2;r as x~-oo,¢<± 1l~O as x~oo, we 
see that ¢<± 1) is a one-soliton, "or antisoli
ton, solution with the velocity u= (1-a2) 

I (1 + a 2) and energy E = 8 I Vl- u2 • Clas
sically, this transformation may be inter
preted as the creation-annihilation of soli
ton. Also, in relation to the quantum 
theoretic version of soliton, Ichikawa et al. 
have shown that a soliton solution to the 
Korteweg-de Vries equation can be inter
preted as a coherent state of interacting 
phonons in a one-dimensional anharmonic 
lattice. 2) We construct a transformation 
operator generating the transformation (2) 
by coherent representation. 

In quantum field theory, the Lagrangian 
for Eq. (1) is defined by 

L=: f dx{Hac¢5) 2 -Ha/f) 2 

+(cos¢ -1) }: . (4) 

The operators ¢ (x, 0) and fr (x, 0) are ex
pressed as 

;r (x, 0) =-iS dk~ 'j_k 
eilcx 

"-/z-rr-

(5) 

m the Schrodinger representation. Here 
ak and ak + hold the commutation relations 
of boson. 

Consider the following operator: 

A[¢]= exp [ -i Loooo dx{¢ (x, t) fr (x, 0) 

-rr (x, t) ¢ (x, 0)} l (6) 

which transforms the vacuum state IO) 
(akiO)=O) into one state I¢; t), i.e., 

I¢; t)=A[¢J IO>, (7) 

where ¢ (x, t) and n (x, t) = OtrP (x, t) are 
arbitrary functions. It is easily shown that 
the expectation value (¢1HI¢) of the 
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Hamiltonian H is the energy of the clas
sical sine-Gordon system, and that the in
variant variational problem to <¢1HI¢) 
yields Eq. (1) for ¢ (x, t). 

It can be also shown that I¢; t) is a 
coherent state, so that I¢; t) is an eigen
state of an annihilation operator ak> 3l 

where ak (t) is given by 

ak (t) =J~k ¢k+i -:/z:k , 

Thus we see that a soliton solution ¢ (x, t) 
to Eq. (1) is interpreted as a coherent 
state 1¢; t) of self-interacting bosons. The 
relation between N-soliton coherent state 
I¢<Nl; t) and classical N-soliton solution 
¢ <Nl (x, t) (N = 0, ± 1, ± 2, · · ·) is given by4l 

<¢<Nl; tl¢ (x, 0) I¢<Nl; t) 

=<OI(/J<Nl (x, t) IO)=if;CNl (x, t). (10) 

The canonical transformation (2), T: 
¢<Nl__:;,¢', can be expressed as an operator 
transformation relation, 

'f'-t(jJ<NlT=¢', 'f'-tli:<NlT=li:', (ll) 

where the transformation T is given by 

ii:<Nl=ox¢'+a: sint((/J<Nl+¢'): 

-a-1: sin t((/J<Nl -¢'):, (12·a) 

fc' =o/f5<Nl -a: sin tc¢<Nl +¢'): 

-a-1: sintc¢<Nl_¢'):. (12·b) 

Calculating the expectation value of this 
transformation in the state IO), we obtain 
the classical transformation (2), if and 
only if TN~N±t=A-1[¢<Nl]A[¢'=¢'N±ll]. 
This result is directly connected with the 
well-known property of the Backlund trans
formation. Note that the transformation 
T N~N±l can be rewritten as 

T N~N±l =eia A[¢<N=O]A -1 [¢<Nl], (13) 

where C is a real c-number constant given 
by C=fdx{rj;<Nlrr<N±o -¢<N±Orr<Nl}. Thus, 

except for the phase factor ei0, we have 

I¢<N>--O)=T N~N=1[¢'Nl). (14) 

Therefore, we conclude that the creation
annihilation operators of soliton is given 
by the quantum theoretic version, T N~N±h 
of the canonical transformation (2). 

To close this paper, we give some re
marks. Considering the quantum fluctua
tions around the state I¢<Nl), we can con
struct the Fock space HF<Nl, 

HF<Nl = {lqlCNl)=A[ql'NlJ IO)' 

(ikCNl+lqlCNl), (ikCNl+fi/N)+I¢<Nl), ···}, 

(15) 

where akIN)+ is defined by the following 
expansion: 

cj5<Nl (x, 0) = ::8{ak<Nluk(x) 
k 

+ak<Nl+uk*(x)} (16) 

in proper eigenfunctions uk (x) ELl n L 2, 

and ak~l+ ... fik~l+lrj;'Nl) may be interpreted 
as N-soliton state on which n-bosons are 
excited. We note that N-soliton operator 
¢<Nl in (10) can be written by 

cj5<Nl (x, t) =¢ (x, 0) +¢<Nl (x, t) (17) 

which is quite analogous to the Bogoliubov 
prescription in Bose condensation. It can 
be shown that the transformation T in the 
case ¢$.D is non-unitary just as the 
Bogoliu bov transformation. This fact im
plies that the Fock spaces HF<Nl are non
equivalent representations of the Hilbert 
space for the sine-Gordon system. 

The authors wish to thank Professors T. 
Taniuti, Y. Ohnuki and Y. H. Ichikawa 
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